The influence of gas absorption on the efficiency of carbon nanotube/Si solar cells We study the influence of gas absorption on the photovoltaic properties of carbon nanotube/Si solar cells (CSSCs). The power efficiency of CSSCs changes evidently when exposed in gas, resulting from the resistance change of carbon nanotube (CNT) by gas absorption. The performances of CSSCs degrade when they are long time exposed in air, which results mainly from excessive gas absorption. Gas desorption on CNTs is accelerated by applying a current through the cells, making recovery of efficiency. By applying a current through the cells before light illumination, CSSCs show stable efficiency at 10% in one month. Due to their unique structure, outstanding electrical and light-absorbing properties, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have great potential in photovoltaic devices.
1,2 CNTs have been added into conjugated polymer to promote the photovoltaic performance of organic bulk hetero-junction solar cells, where CNTs were used as hole-collectors and the carrier transport paths. [3] [4] [5] Using an alternative approach, we developed a photovoltaic device of CNT/Si solar cell (CSSC) by combining CNT thin film with well-established crystalline Si. 6 Many efforts have been made to improve the efficiency of CSSCs. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] In our group, the efficiency of the CSSC has improved significantly from initial 1.3% to 7% by improving quality of junction, 7 to 13.8% by acid filtration, 8 and very recently to 15% by covering a TiO 2 nanoparticle layer on top, 9 showing a promising photovoltaic devices for practical application. By using other approaches, the efficiency of CSSC was also improved to 10%. 10, 11 Currently, one of the main problems for the CSSCs is efficiency degradation. It is hard to achieve highly stable CSSC for long time. The efficiency of CSSC covered by TiO 2 nanoparticle decreases from 13% to 7% in 5 days. 9 Even encapsulated by polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) film, the efficiency of CSSC filtrated by acid still decreases from 11% to 9% in 20 days. 13 In CSSCs, CNTs play important roles in separating photon-induced electron-hole pairs, collecting holes and transferring carriers. The electrical properties of CNTs thus affect the photovoltaic performance significantly. It has been intensively reported that the electrical resistance of CNTs is sensitive to gas absorption, where CNTs are proposed to use as gas and chemical sensors. [14] [15] [16] In this Letter, we study the effect of gas absorption and desorption of CNTs on the photovoltaic characteristics. By controlling the gas absorption, the efficiencies of CSSCs are kept at 10% for at least one month.
The fabrication of CSSCs in this study is similar to our recent report. 7 In brief, an n-type Si wafer with a layer of 300 nm SiO 2 is patterned to expose Si surface by photolithography and wet-etching. Ti/Au thin film is deposited on the opposite side of the n-type Si substrate using as back electrode. 7 A CNT thin film, comprised of mainly single-and double-walled carbon nanotubes, 17 is transfer to the well-designed Si window. After the CNTs and Ti/Au are both connected with silver wires, acting as upper and back electrodes, respectively, it forms a CSSC. The photovoltaic properties of the CSSCs are tested under a solar simulator (Newport 91159 A) at AM 1.5, calibrated by a standard Si cell. The initial efficiency of the CSSCs in the experiments varies from 7% 10% depending on the CNTs film and the quality of CNT/Si junction, which is better than our recent report. 7 In order to investigate the influence of gas absorption and desorption of CNTs on the photovoltaic properties of CSSCs, we mounted a cell in a quartz chamber where the ambient can be controlled and photovoltaic properties are easily measured ( Fig. 1(a) ). We first pumped the chamber to make gas desorption from CNTs and monitored the variance of efficiency. Fig. 1(b) shows the dependence of efficiency of a CSSC in the vacuum on time. The efficiency decreases from 7.3% to 6.6% when the CSSC is stored in vacuum for 30 min, and it drops to 5.2% in 24 h. Fig. 1(c) provides the corresponding light IV curves measured in vacuum. We noticed that the open circuit voltage (V oc ) decreases slowly from 522 mV to 510 mV, the short circuit current density (J sc ) decreases from 20.0 mA/cm 2 to 19.6 mA/cm 2 , while the fill factor (FF) decreases evidently from 70% to 66%, showing that the decline of efficiency derives mainly from the fill factor.
We then investigated the influence of gas absorption on the efficiency by filling the quartz chamber with gas. Before supplying gas, a CSSC was kept in vacuum for 24 h to make gas desorb from CNTs. When the quartz chamber was filled with oxygen, the efficiency recovers from 5.2% to 7.9% in 90 min and reaches to above 8% in 3 h (Fig. 2(a) ), which is higher than that before storing in vacuum (7.3%). It seems that proper gas absorption on CNTs helps to get highly efficient CSSC. Fig. 2(b) shows the light IV curves measured in quartz chamber when the CSSC was exposed in oxygen. The J sc almost remains unchanged at 22.9 mA/cm 2 and V oc a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. increases slightly from 540 mV to 548 mV in 180 min. The increase of CSSC efficiency derives mainly from the significant enhancement of fill factor from 42% to 65% (Fig. 2(c) ). It is quite different from the evident change of V oc by turning on and off gas flow. 18 Series resistance (R s ) of cells is a key parameter of solar cells, which affects the FF significantly. The R s of the CSSC is calculated from the light IV curves according to the Cheung's method.
19 Fig. 3(c) depicts the change of R s for a CSSC exposed to oxygen. The R s decreases significantly from 12.5 X to 10.6 X in oxygen ambient in 20 min. It has been reported that the CNT resistance is sensitive to gas exposure by absorption and desorption, [14] [15] [16] It is thus deduced that the decrease of R s in O 2 ambient derives mainly from gas absorption of CNTs. As comparison, the efficiency and corresponding FF and R s of the same cell exposed to air in quartz chamber are also provided in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) . The efficiency of CSSC exposed in oxygen is higher than that exposed in air because of larger R s and lower FF. For CNTs gas sensing, the resistance is more sensitive when exposed in oxygen than that in air. It needs to note that the gas (both O 2 and air) absorption effect on the efficiency is reversible.
The ideality factor (n), which is used to identify the quality of junction, can be determined from slope of the logarithmic dark IV curves. Fig. 2(d) shows the logarithmic dark IV curves in the CSSC in oxygen ambient just before the light IV curve measurements. The ideality factor of CSSC storing in vacuum for 24 h is 2.28 according to the dark IV curve in Fig. 2(d) . After 20 min exposure in oxygen, the logarithmic dark IV curves almost parallel to each other, showing nearly unchanged ideality factors of 2. 18 . It has been reported that the CNTs behave p-type semiconductive properties with oxygen absorption. 20 But the band gap of CNTs does not change significantly before and after gas absorption.
14 Thus, the quality of CNTs/Si junction changes very little during the gas absorption and desorption process. In CSSC, Si is used to generate photo-induced electron-hole pairs, and CNTs is used to separate and collect carriers.
11
The unchanged J sc shows that the ability of separating and collecting carriers in CNTs are maintained during the gas absorption and desorption process.
Next, we monitored the change of photovoltaic properties a CSSC (initial efficiency: g ¼ 10%) in oxygen and water vapor-rich ambient by measuring light IV curves in open air. The fresh cell was stored in air for 24 h without encapsulated. Recently, we reported the enhancement in power conversion efficiency of carbon/Si cells by gas flow, deriving mainly from cooling effect of gas flow. 18 In order to minimize influence of cooling effect, we use very slow gas flow (<0.05 m/s) and make the gas blow over the cells (insert of Fig. 3(a) ). It forms H 2 O/O 2 -rich ambient around the cell when we introduced water vapor/oxygen for several minutes. After shutting off gas flow, the H 2 O/O 2 concentration recovers to normal value in air by gas diffusion. The response in efficiency of the CSSCs again the gas flow is slow. The efficiency keeps dropping from 9.9% to 9.4% in 30 min when we stop feeding water vapor, and then recovering slowly to 9.7% in the next 50 min (Fig. 3(a) ). Fig. 3(b) shows the corresponding light IV curves measured at varied time. It shows that both of the open V oc and I sc remain unchanged as water vapor concentration. We observed the similar phenomenon when we use oxygen flow to replace water vapor. (Fig.  3(a) ). After shutting off the oxygen gas flow, the efficiency drops evidently in 20 min and then recovers slowly. Fig. 3(c) shows the change of R s and ideality factor (n) over time calculated according to the Cheung's method. 19 Both of R s and ideality factor increase evidently at high concentration of H 2 O/O 2 and then almost drop to initial value, which might derive from over gas absorption on CNTs. After stopping feeding oxygen or water vapor, the excessive O 2 /H 2 O molecules attached on the CNTs desorb slowly to normal state, resulting in the recovery of efficiency. Based on the above experimental results, we believe that the efficiency degradation of CSSC exposed in air derives mainly from excessive gas absorption on CNTs. The over gas absorption will increase the series resistance and ideality factor, leading to the degradation in efficiency of CSSC.
Gas desorption is a slow process, which might be accelerated through electrical treatment. 21 By applying a current (16 mA) through a CSSC, the excessive gas desorption was stimulated, resulting in significant change in dark IV curves at 30 min test (Fig. 4(a) ). By applying a current (16 mA) 30 min before light IV curve measurements, the efficiency recovers quickly. Fig. 4(b) shows the dependence of efficiency on time for two CSSCs with initial efficiency of 10.6% and 10.1%, respectively. By electrical treatment (16 mA) before light illumination, the efficiency of the two CSSCs are both kept at 10% in 30 days, showing high stability in efficiency.
In summary, gas absorption and desorption on CNTs affect stability of CSSCs evidently. The efficiency of CSSCs changes significantly when they are exposed in gas, deriving mainly from the change of CNT resistance after gas absorption and desorption. Electrical treatment on CNTs stimulate the gas desorption process, which help to improve the stability of CSSCs. By passing a current through the CSSC before light IV curve measurement, the CSSCs have high efficiency at 10% at least within 30 days. 
